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Annotation Tools and Process

Figure 1: Screenshot from the web-based annotation tool
used by the eight reviewers for the first round of annotations.

The reviewers used a special purpose web application for
the annotation tasks. A screenshot of the interface used for
the first task is shown in Figure 1. Each reviewer was re-
quired to complete a tutorial on tool usage and work on ex-
ample selection tasks before they were allowed to start on
the actual datasets. A comprehensive explanation of the task
was given to all reviewers before they began, and the au-
thors were available by email to address questions or com-
ments during the process. As all reviewers were company
employees and knew the authors, there was ongoing com-
munication through the task to ensure that annotations were
correctly applied. In addition, at any time they could click
on the Help link at the top right to see the instructions given
in the next section.

For the second round of relational tagging done by the
authors, each highlighted section created by merging selec-
tions with an agreement of at least two reviewers was dis-
played. This highlighted section was shown to authors in
context of the complete input. The authors discussed the tags
to be given and then selected all relational tags that appeared
within that highlighted section. A screenshot of this interface
is shown in in Figure 2. An example of this multi-step anno-
tation process with an input from the TripAdvisor dataset is
visualized in Figure 3.

Instructions Given to Reviewers
Markup

First, determine the purpose of the user query or state-
ment. Then, using the mouse, select all subsections of the
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Figure 2: Screenshot from the web-based annotation tool
used by the authors for the tagging of relational segments.

text that do not contribute to determining the purpose. Only
select text that is clearly unneeded. If more than one selec-
tion is required click the Save button between each selec-
tion. If only one selection is required click the Next button
to save the current selection and load the next text. If no ac-
tion is necessary click Next to load the next text. If you need
to return to the previous text click Previous. To remove a
selection or edit a selection click Undo and reselect the in-
tended text.

It is possible many texts will not need any markup. Do
not worry about including spaces on either side of your se-
lection as they will be ignored. Greetings and expressions of
gratitude should always be marked as they are unnecessary
to determining the intention, unless the entire text consists
only of a greeting or thanks in which case they are the inten-
tion. If a text does not appear to have any clear intention or
point no markup beyond greetings or emotion is needed. In
the following examples the red text indicates selections that
are unnecessary for determining the user’s intent.
Examples:
• “I will be traveling to see my husband before he leaves on

a deployment with my child under the age of 2 in March
and I am looking for the cheapest price with her having a
seat. Can you help.”

• “Hi, how can I change controls to allow R rated. I have
no kids so I don’t know why I don’t have permission for
this.”

• “I did not get a reservation number. What number may I
call to get my reservation number?”

Multiple Intentions
If an input clearly contains two or more user intentions,

click the Report Multiple button to flag it for removal and
load the next text.



Figure 3: An overview of the review and merging process. In this example from the TripAdvisor corpus, reviewers 2, 3, and 4
all agree on which text is unnecessary. Selections are merged to form highlighted text that is then removed from the original text
to create a cleaned request. A second round of annotation was done on highlighted texts to determine the classes of language
present. The colors of the text correspond to the class present.

Examples:
• “Hi, we are traveling with our Grandson and need to know

what kind of identification we will need for him? Also,
when we arrive in Penn station, will we be able to stop
our one bag in the baggage area?”

• “hi I have a ticket ###### when must I book the ticket and
when must I finish my trip. How much is the ticket worth?
How much is the change fee?”

Personal Identifiable Information (PII)
If a text contains any information that could be considered

personally identifiable it needs to be flagged for cleanup.
PII includes usernames and proper names, credit card num-
bers, ticket numbers, confirmation numbers, phone numbers,
account numbers, email addresses, zipcodes or mailing ad-
dresses, and any other information that could be used to
identify an individual.

If you see anything you suspect of being sensitive click on
the Report PII button and a red exclamation mark will ap-
pear next to the input. It is better to report something you are
unsure of than not report data that is actually sensitive. How-
ever, there is no need to report data that is already sanitized
such as “My account number is xxx-xxxx”. After reporting

the text, mark it up as usual and continue to the next user
input. All inputs reported with PII will be later reviewed and
cleaned manually.


